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Abstract—It has been widely acknowledged that future networks need to provide significantly more capacity than nowadays’
ones in order to deal with the increasing traffic demands of the
users. Particularly in regions where optical fiber are unlikely
to be deployed due to economical constraints, this is a huge
challenge. One option to address this issue is to complement existing narrow-band terrestrial networks with additional satellite
connections. Satellites cover huge areas and recent developments
have considerably increased the available capacity, while the cost
are decreasing. However, geostationary satellite links have significantly different link characteristics than most terrestrial links,
mainly due to the higher signal propagation time, which often
renders them not suitable for delay intolerant traffic. This article
surveys the current state-of-the-art of satellite and terrestrial
network convergence. We mainly focus on scenarios in which
satellite networks complement existing terrestrial infrastructures,
i.e. parallel satellite and terrestrial links exist, in order to provide
high bandwidth connections while ideally achieving a similar
end user Quality-of-Experience as in high bandwidth terrestrial
networks. Thus, we identify the technical challenges associated
with the convergence of satellite and terrestrial networks and
analyze the related work. Based on this, we identify four key
functional building blocks, which are essential to distribute traffic
optimally between the terrestrial and the satellite networks.
These are the Traffic Requirement Identification function, the
Link Characteristics Identification function as well as the Traffic
Engineering function and the Execution function. Afterwards, we
survey current network architectures with respect to these key
functional building blocks and perform a gap analysis, which
shows that all analyzed network architectures require adaptations
to effectively support converged satellite and terrestrial networks.
Hence, we conclude by formulating several open research questions with respect to satellite and terrestrial network convergence.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Current and emerging networks need to be able to cope
with a tremendous increase of traffic volume over the next
years [1]. For example, for future 5G mobile networks, which
are currently being defined and which are expected to be ready
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for the market by the end of the decade, a tenfold higher
throughput per end user device and thousandfold more traffic
in the back-haul segment1 is anticipated [2]. Similar ambitious
goals are now also been set for fixed networks. For example,
the European Commission in its Digital Agenda [3] sets the
objective to enable broadband Internet connections of at least
30Mbit/s to be available to all EU citizens and 100Mbit/s to
at least half of European households by 2020.
This significantly higher amount of traffic volume will pose
a major challenge for operators, especially in rural or other
difficult-to-serve areas. For example, in the back-haul segment,
the deployment of nowadays’ typically-used technologies,
such as optical fibers, microwave radio links or copper connections [4] is prevented by economical constraints [5]. Moreover,
the current approach of overprovisioning the network and
purchasing more or enhanced network equipment to ensure
congestion free links cannot cope with the expected increase
in data traffic. Hence, networks must also be considered as
resource constraint, in which bottlenecks might occur [6].
In order to address this issue, a promising approach is
to integrate satellite networks as a native component into
existing terrestrial infrastructures as already acknowledged
previously [7], [8]. Bidirectional satellite networks recently
regained the attention of both the scientific and the industry
communities since the next generation of Geostationary Earth
Orbit (GEO) fixed satellite systems, which are scheduled to
be operational by 2020, are targeting the Terabit/s aggregated
capacity [9]. These systems will lower the cost per bit significantly mainly by transmitting on different frequencies, i.e.
Ka-band, and by using multiple but relatively small spots.
Those spots have a size of a few hundred kilometers (instead
of e.g a single spot for the whole of Europe) and, thus,
allow for more spatial frequency re-use [10]. As satellite links
provide ubiquitous and resilient services as well as broadband
coverage they are able to deliver high throughput connections
and additional capacity wherever it is needed, on a very
flexible basis. However, compared to most terrestrial network
technologies, both wired and wireless, satellite links have
highly different characteristics in terms of latency, burstiness
or link stability.
Even though approaches exist that aim at providing tripleplay services over broadband GEO satellites, it is de facto
1 We refer to back-haul network as the network connecting the access
segment, i.e. last-mile, with the core network, which is often also referred
to as transport network or aggregation network.
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impossible to achieve a similar Quality-of-Experience (QoE)
to terrestrial networks, when real-time and interactive application are being used [11]–[13]. The higher latency on satellite
connections as a result of the high signal propagation time
inevitably means the user’s QoE is lower.
On the other hand, satellite networks are primed for broadcast and multicast type services, since they can reach a
potentially unlimited amount of receivers with a single transmission. Given the predominance of video traffic in future
networks [14] as well as emerging edge caching approaches,
such as [15], satellite networks are seen as an option to tremendously lower the load on the terrestrial back-haul networks,
since both services can highly benefit from broadcast distribution. Moreover, ongoing trends of broadcast and broadband
convergence to allow hybrid TV applications [16], [17] are
also fostered by a close integration of satellite networks and
existing terrestrial networks.
In this paper we analyze the current state of the art of
converged satellite and terrestrial networks used to provide
ubiquitous connectivity in rural and remote areas. It should be
noted that we assume multi-beam bi-directional GEO satellite
connections, e.g. based on Digital Video Broadcasting-Satellite
- Second Generation (DVB-S2) [18] and DVB Return Channel
via Satellite (DVB-RCS) [19]. Moreover, we also assume
Fixed Satellite Systems (FSS), even though several aspects
discussed in this work are also applicable for Mobile Satellite
Services (MSS).
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
section II, we describe concrete convergence scenarios considered in this work. In section IV, we elaborate on the
technical challenges associated with convergence of satellite
and terrestrial networks, while in section III we analyze the
existing literature and then in section V, we identify key
functional building blocks for converged satellite and terrestrial networks, based on previous analysis of the challenges.
In section VI we evaluate current state-of-the-art network
architectures with respect to these key functional building
blocks and analyze their gaps in section VII. In section VIII,
relevant Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are discussed
that allow for assessment of different converged satellite and
terrestrial network approaches. In section IX, we summarize
the open research items before we conclude the paper in
section X.
II. C ONVERGENCE SCENARIOS
Satellite networks are jointly used in various scenarios with
terrestrial networks. Historically satellite networks are often
used to extend terrestrial networks in order to provide connectivity to areas without any terrestrial connection, as shown
in Fig. 1a. These scenarios typically include the connection of
rural and remote households and premises or moving locations,
such as a vessel or an airplane [20]. Typically on one or both
edges of the satellite link, terrestrial networks are connected.
For instance, in a remote household typical end user devices
are connected locally via a Small Office/Home Office (SOHO)
(W)LAN router, which establishes the satellite connection via
a satellite modem. However, it is important to note that the
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satellite link is the sole connection between the terrestrial
edges of the network, so that the traffic cannot be routed
differently. Such a setup usually aims at providing general
connectivity.
Various scenarios and use cases following this setup have
already been widely discussed and surveyed in the literature,
e.g. [10], [20]–[25]. Hence, in this work we focus on scenarios
where the satellite network provides an additional connection
in parallel to an existing terrestrial one, as shown in Fig. 1b.
A high capacity satellite network supplements an existing
terrestrial connection in order to increase the performance
of a terrestrial network. Such a scenario makes sense if the
terrestrial link performs insufficiently and is not able to cope
with the traffic demands. In contrast to the previous setup, the
satellite link provides not the sole connection but an alternative
one. Thus, traffic needs to be distributed properly onto the
terrestrial and the satellite network.
In the following we present two concrete exemplary scenarios, which benefit from an additional satellite link. The
first is a remote household, connected with a poor last mile
connection, such as a slow X-Digital Subscriber Line (xDSL)
connection. The second scenario encompasses remote mobile
Base Stations (BSs), i.e. Evolved Node Bs (eNodeBs), connecting typical Mobile Terminals (MTs) as end user devices.
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A. Remote household

investment required to upgrade fixed line infrastructures to
achieve the same bandwidth . Moreover, the findings of
[28] suggested that such a converged satellite and terrestrial
scenario can play a role if the terrestrial fixed line speed for
a household is between 0-8Mbit/s.

Many areas all over the world, particularly in rural and
remote regions, lack terrestrial high-speed broadband connections, which are able to cope with future traffic demands.
Moreover, a low population density and large areas often
render upgrading existing narrow-band terrestrial connections
economically unappealing. In this case, the fast and flexible
deployment characteristics of satellite connections can be
exploited to establish additional satellite links, which do not
replace but rather supplement the terrestrial connection [26],
as shown in Fig. 2. It should be noted that this is different to
setups where the satellite connection is only used for traffic
towards the end user, which is referred to as downlink, and
the terrestrial connection for traffic towards the operator’s
network, i.e. the uplink. These setups, which have been
commercially available, only require a unidirectional satellite
connection and distribute the traffic statically based on its
direction. In contrast, the scenario we are considering utilizes
both terrestrial and satellite connections, simultaneously in
both traffic directions.
Individual houses and premises are equipped with an additional satellite modem in order to increase the available overall
capacity. Both the terrestrial Wide Area Network (WAN) as
well as the satellite connection terminate at a typical SOHO
router connected to or equipped with a satellite modem. End
user devices are connected to this router using typical (W)LAN
connections, such as Ethernet or IEEE 802.11 WLAN. On the
other edge of the network on the operator site a corresponding
core router establishes a link to the satellite hub. Thus, the
additional satellite connection can be used to either increase
the resilience or to offload traffic from from the terrestrial
networks in order to overcome bottlenecks [27]. However,
if both connections are used simultaneously it needs to be
decided which type of traffic is sent over which link. This
applies to both the uplink as well as the downlink.
A cost benefit analysis conducted by the EU Broadband
Access via integrated Terrestrial and Satellite systems (BATS)
research project [28] found that such a scenario can help to
reduce the cost for broadband penetration in rural and remote
areas. According to this study, an investment into satellite
technologies to deliver 30Mbit/s also in rural and remote areas
is up to 25% cheaper per household than the incremental

B. Remote mobile base station
Just like remote houses, mobile BSs, particularly in rural
and remote areas, can also be equipped with an additional
satellite connection, as depicted in Fig. 3, in order to increase
the performance of the back-haul connection.
Future networks are expected to not only provide best-effort
(BE) services. Instead, guaranteed services need to also be
supported in order to enable novel and emerging applications.
Examples of these applications include high definition video
streaming, cloud-based applications, web conferencing or even
Machine-Type-Communication (MTC), all of which have different requirements in terms of latency, required bandwidth,
jitter and reliability [29] that need to be considered in order
to satisfy the user’s demands and achieve a high QoE [2].
Given that, it is beneficial to offload certain traffic to the
satellite network if the terrestrial back-haul connection does
not provide a sufficient performance. However, the additional
back-haul connection via the satellite needs to be transparent
to the end users and their MTs, so that no changes on these
devices are necessary.
Furthermore, selecting the optimal connection for a particular portion of the traffic is a highly crucial decision that
needs to be made. Due to the different and more varying link
characteristics of satellite networks only certain traffic types
are suitable to be sent via a satellite link in order to allow for
a good QoE.
Moreover, if multiple receivers in an area consume the
same content, this scenario can highly benefit from the satellite’s broad- and multicasting capabilities. For example, high
bandwidth video traffic can be effectively offloaded to the
satellite network and distributed with a single transmission to
multiple receivers. Particularly when used jointly with intelligent caching mechanisms, this unique satellite characteristic
is significantly helpful to reduce the network load.
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III. R EVIEW OF RELATED WORK
Satellite networks have been considered widely in the literature for many years. Various aspects related to the convergence
of satellite and terrestrial network have therefore already been
discussed. In the following we summarize and classify the
existing literature in order to identify the gaps with respect to
our exemplary scenarios.
A. Quality-of-Service (QoS) in satellite networks
One category of publications deals with the implementation
of QoS in satellite networks. More than a decade ago, a
holistic overview on QoS over satellite networks was presented
in [21]. The authors survey a satellite network architecture
and analyze relevant QoS mechanisms in different layers,
starting from the physical layer and the impact of adaptive
coding and modulation (ACM), via the link layer and the
Demand Assigned Multiple Access (DAMA) process, which
allocates resources to individual terminals (see section IV-A2),
through to the interaction with Internet Protocol (IP) QoS
mechanisms such as Differentiated Services (Diffserv) and
Integrated services (IntServ). Back then, [21] identified several
open issues in order to allow for QoS guarantees in satellite
networks, including bandwidth allocation and Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) enhancements for satellites.
The open issues mentioned by [21], are partially addressed
by [23] and [30]. Both present a QoS architecture for satellite
links based on DVB-RCS and deal with the mapping of
IP layer QoS mechanisms onto DVB-RCS. This includes in
particular how capacity for different traffic classes is assigned
by the DAMA process. Furthermore, [30] proposes a detailed
architecture to provide end-to-end QoS over satellite networks.
The authors rely on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) protocol to allow applications to signal their QoS requirements. For
applications not using SIP protocols a QoS agent running on
the end user device is proposed, which allows an application
to announce its QoS requirements to the system.
In contrast to the generic QoS architectures presented by
[23] and [30], several publications focus on enabling specific
services over satellite links. For example, [31] analyzes the
impact of different dynamic bandwidth allocation schemes for
the satellite uplink on Voice over IP (VoIP) connections. They
conclude that statically assigned capacity is not optimal in
a satellite environment as it wastes resources and therefore
becomes inefficient. Moreover, according to their results, even
with dynamic resource allocation a similar quality of the voice
call is possible. It should be noted, though, that the authors do
not compare their performance results against terrestrial VoIP
connections, which are not impacted by the high satellite fixed
latency.
In related work [20] Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellite
networks as a back-haul network for BSs, i.e. eNodeBs, are
considered, particularly for moving BSs on vessels, airplanes
or buses. The authors focus on quality of video services,
including Video on Demand (VoD) and video communication.
They run a set of simulations, which show that the quality
for VoD is good if the network is not heavily loaded, while
video communication only works in lightly loaded networks.

However, in highly loaded networks VoD suffers from TCP
problems. It should also be noted that the authors advocate
a generic interface for adding meta-data, such as priority or
tolerable latency, to the payload data transmitted over the
satellite.
B. Protocol adaption for satellite links
Another category of publications deals with the adaptation
of protocols to make them better suited or even functional for
satellite links. As far back as in 1997 [25] presented a satellite
Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) architecture, which aimed
at using ATM networking technology via satellite networks.
The authors concluded that the use of ATM over satellite links
requires major modification on typical control mechanisms,
such as congestion and traffic control, as well as optimization
on the satellite link, e.g. the bandwidth management.
More recently, [32] proposed a Long Term Evolution (LTE)satellite component. Their focus is to adapt LTE mechanisms
and algorithms to allow for using LTE over satellite links with
their high latency. This includes modification on basically all
layers. The authors introduced a new radio interface and a
new virtual Hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) scheme,
since the typical LTE HARQ is designed for an 8ms roundtrip time (RTT). Moreover, handover and paging mechanisms
of LTE are also required to be updated in order to use LTE
over satellite.
C. Satellite performance optimization
Several publications exist that focus on enhancing and optimizing the performance of the satellite links so that they better
fit into a terrestrial infrastructure. One example is [33], which
proposes a Delay-tolerant networking (DTN) [34] approach to
deal with the long latencies on satellite networks in order to
improve the performance of LTE voice calls. By introducing
an additional layer between the application and transport
layer, which provides store-and-forward message capabilities,
the authors’ proposal can, transparently to the application
layer, split the end-to-end TCP connection. This way, similar
to Performance Enhancement Proxies (PEPs) (see IV-A1),
different transport layer protocols can be used on the satellite
link. The authors’ results show a performance improvement of
their approach compared to regular TCP protocols in terms of
throughput.
Similarly, [35] implemented a PEP solution and compared
this approach against different TCP variants with respect to
performance and reliability. Results show that the authors’ PEP
solution can mitigate the latency drawback of satellites for
TCP connections in terms of throughput. Depending on the
actual RTT, the approach can achieve up to ten-times higher
throughput on the application layer.
Optimizations on the physical layer are discussed by [36].
More precisely, the authors analyzed the potential of multipleinput and multiple-output (MIMO) transmission on satellite
links for fixed and mobile satellite systems. While satellite
systems can profit from MIMO techniques the authors identified a couple of open research items and inconsistencies with
the current DVB-S2 standards, in particular with respect to
ACM.
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D. Handover and mobility management
Another category of existing publications deals with handover and mobility management in integrated satellite and
terrestrial networks. This becomes important once MSS are
considered. In such networks different handovers need to
be distinguished, namely horizontal and vertical handovers.
Horizontal handovers in satellite networks are needed when a
satellite MT moves from one spot-beam to another. In contrast,
when a satellite MT hands over from a satellite network to a
terrestrial mobile network or vice versa, this is considered to
be a vertical handover.
A general discussion and comparison on mobility management solutions that allow for global roaming in heterogeneous
(wireless) networks can be found in [37]. The authors proposed
a novel mobility management architecture relying on so-called
interworking agents. Such a network interworking agent differentiates and supports intradomain (horizontal) and interdomain
(vertical) mobility. While for the former existing protocols
are used, a cross-layer management approach is proposed
for the latter. This cross-layer approach aims at detecting
early possible interdomain handoff destinations to allow for
authentication, authorization and mobile IP registration prior
to the actual handover.
An approach for link selection in integrated satellite and
terrestrial networks is also presented in [38]. The authors focus
on a handover mechanism, which relies on the IEEE 802.21
standard [39] and integrate it into a satellite architecture. They
aim at selecting the most suitable link based on the current link
conditions.
It should be noted, however, that in both publications the
handover is always performed on a per device basis. That is,
the whole traffic to and from a device is routed either via the
satellite link or terrestrially. However, just a single flow cannot
be handed over to a particular network, e.g. while a video is
streamed via the satellite, the remaining traffic cannot be sent
through the terrestrial link.
E. Spectrum sharing between terrestrial and satellite networks
Various papers analyzed if and how radio frequencies can be
shared between satellite and wireless terrestrial networks. As
we explain in section IV-A4, wireless terrestrial and satellite
networks might use the same frequencies in order to allow
for an increased spectrum efficiency, which on the other hand
might lead to interference.
For example, [40] investigates by simulation the cofrequency interferences if mobile networks and mobile satellite
networks operate in the same spectrum. The authors proposed
a methodology to evaluate this interference. They conclude
that, particularly in the uplink, interferences may occur heavily if both networks operate on the same frequency in the
same geographical area. Also [41] analyzes an integrated
bi-directional satellite system consisting of a satellite and a
terrestrial network, which both operate on the same frequency
band. The authors evaluate the interferences between both
systems and the impact of so-called exclusion zones. In an
exclusion zone the satellite antenna gain is below a given
isolation value from the center of the beam. They conclude

that a few terrestrial users are responsible for most of the
interferences.
F. Integration of satellite and terrestrial networks
The idea of integrating satellite into terrestrial networks has
also been present in articles for several years. In 2005 [8]
present business and market observations for satellite networks
in general. The conclusion is that integration of satellite
networks and terrestrial networks is the key to success for
satellite networks and that there is a mutual benefit for both
the terrestrial and satellite world. Unfortunately, the authors
do not present concrete technical solutions.
Similarly, [42] deals with scenarios of converged satellite
and terrestrial networks. The authors identify associated issues,
which include transmission efficiency, resource allocation and
mobility management. Therefore they present enhanced TCP
methods as well as a cross-layer bandwidth allocation approach, which address the issue of varying physical layer
capacity on satellite links caused by ACM.
An overview of issues related to integrated and hybrid satellite and terrestrial networks is provided in [43]. The authors
consider integrated networks, when satellite and terrestrial
networks are operating on the same frequency, while hybrid
satellite/terrestrial networks are interconnected but operate
independently. The paper gives an overview of typical issues
in such systems. These include physical layer issues, such
as MIMO, but also resource management, handover issues or
QoS problems. Finally, Traffic Engineering (TE) concepts are
being discussed, which show that the satellite network can
reduce the blocking on terrestrial links. However, in this regard
the focus is on bandwidth management, without considering
other QoS requirements of the traffic.
Finally, [17] discusses the advantages of the convergence of
broadcast and unicast (cellular) networks. Given that a lot of
content requested by users in a network is actually the same,
e.g. top10 YouTube videos, the authors claim that it is often
advisable to broadcast the content rather than transmitting
it individually. This way, the load on unicast transmission
networks can be reduced. However, in order to allow for
broadcasting, the content needs to be requested relatively
simultaneously, and [17] identified technical challenges in this
regard, which have not yet been solved. Firstly, correlated
content that can actually be broadcasted needs to be detected.
Secondly, situations when it is worth broadcasting content,
i.e. the number of receivers is high enough, must be identified,
and, finally, the content transmission needs to be synchronized.
G. Conclusion of existing literature overview
In Table I we summarize the existing work and their key
points. As can be seen, many existing publications address
typical challenges that occur when satellite networks are used,
regardless of the concrete integration with terrestrial infrastructures. We identify three groups of existing work for which this
is applicable: Firstly, publications that optimize the satellite
performance as such on various layers. For instance, [36]
addresses optimization on the physical layer while [35] and
[33] aim at transport layer enhancements. Secondly, different
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Table I
OVERVIEW OF EXISTING WORK
Reference
Key points
QoS in satellite networks
[21]
Holistic survey of QoS mechanisms on satellite networks on various layers, i.e. physical, data link, network and transport layer.
[30], [23]
Presentation of a QoS architecture for DVB-RCS that allows for providing triple-play services over a satellite link and proposal of
mechanisms how typical IP QoS mechanisms can be mapped onto a DVB-S/DVB-RCS architecture.
[31]
Analysis of the impact of different bandwidth allocation schemes for VoIP connections over satellite links.
[20]
Analysis of the suitability of MEO satellite for LTE back-hauling, particularly for VoD services.
Protocol adaption
[25]
Discussion on issues related to the ATM protocol and its implementation over satellite networks.
[32]
Proposal of a LTE-satellite component, which modifies LTE mechanisms and algorithms in order to adapt those to the satellite radio
transmission environment.
Satellite performance optimization
[33]
Integration of a DTN architecture into a satellite-LTE network in order to increase the TCP performance over satellite links.
[35]
Presentation of a PEP solution and comparison of it against various TCP variants.
[36]
Discussion on physical layer optimizations and survey of the potential of MIMO techniques for fixed and mobile satellite systems.
Handover and mobility management
[37]
Survey of mobility management solutions for roaming in various heterogeneous networks including a satellite.
[38]
Proposal of a handover solution based on IEEE 802.21 that aims at selecting a terrestrial or a satellite link based on the current link
conditions.
Spectrum sharing
[40], [41]
Analyses of co-frequency interferences between mobile and satellite networks when operated on the same frequencies.
Integration of satellite and terrestrial networks
[8]
Discussion on business and market opportunities for satellite networks in general and integrated satellite/terrestrial networks in particular.
[42], [43]
Analysis and survey of issues with respect to interworking of satellite and terrestrial networks on various layers.
[17]
Survey of the potential and the challenges of converging broadcast and cellular networks.

authors analyzed specific network protocols with respect to
their applicability to be used over satellite links. [25], for
instance, focused on ATM communication over satellite links
while [32] proposed adaptations necessary to operate LTE on
satellite connections. Finally, the implementation of QoS in
integrated satellite networks is often considered, e.g. [23] and
[30] proposed a QoS architecture that allows for prioritizing
traffic and a proper mapping of IP and Digital Video Broadcast
(DVB) QoS mechanisms.
However, as we explained in section II, we consider a
specific integration scenario, in which parallel satellite and
terrestrial paths exist. That is, we acknowledge the relevance of
these publications for all networks involving a satellite, yet we
believe that the scenarios we are dealing with have additional
challenges that are have not been addressed in the existing
literature. As we elaborate further in section IV, in case
of parallel satellite and terrestrial connections, traffic needs
to be distributed onto both links based on its requirements
and the links’ capabilities. This aspect is missing in the
aforementioned publications.
Similarly, several publications focus on spectrum sharing
aspects between satellite and wireless terrestrial networks,
such as [40] and [41]. Those aspects are mainly relevant for
scenarios with moving MTs that are able to connect to both
satellite and wireless terrestrial networks.
Furthermore, several publications discuss different handover
scenarios. Examples of such are [37] and [38]. Particularly
the latter deals with selecting a terrestrial or satellite link.
However, the link selection is typically being performed on
a device basis. That is, all traffic to or from the MT is routed
over the same link. The granularity of link-selection required
in the considered scenarios should be more fine-grained, so
that two traffic flows with different requirements can be routed
via different links.

Finally, various publications exist, which particularly target
converged satellite and terrestrial networks. While [8] argues
for the convergence of both networks, the authors lack concrete
technical solutions; [42] however suggested some approaches.
Unfortunately, [42] also does not focus on the problem of
distributing traffic between the terrestrial and the satellite
network, yet the authors see the need for a ”context-aware
routing schema” in order to enhance the end-to-end QoS.
IV. T ECHNICAL CHALLENGES OF CONVERGED SATELLITE
AND TERRESTRIAL NETWORKS

In the following we present the main challenges associated
with the convergence of satellite and terrestrial networks. We
differentiate between two categories of technical challenges:
The first group arises from the usage of a satellite link within a
network in general, while the second group applies to scenarios
in which satellite links establish an alternative connection, in
parallel to an existing terrestrial one, as described in II-A and
II-B.
A. Satellite-inherent challenges
The satellite-inherent challenges that need to be dealt with
include differences in the high latencies on satellite connections, frequently varying link conditions, the medium access
coordination for the uplink as well as overlapping radio frequencies with terrestrial wireless networks. Those challenges
apply to all satellite networks.
1) High latency on satellite connections: A major difference between satellite and terrestrial systems is the latency.
More precisely, GEO satellite links have a high fixed latency,
as depicted in Fig. 4. While dynamic latency consists of the
time required to serialize data, process a packet at a network
entity as well as potential queuing and buffering delays and
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Fig. 4. Latency model of a GEO satellite link

the time required to get access to the medium, the fixed part
of the overall latency is the actual signal propagation time
that a packet experiences in any case when being transported
over a network medium. It is a physical characteristic, mainly
restricted by the speed of light. Moreover, the dynamic latency
highly depends on the available capacity on the link and can
be reduced and controlled by prioritization, packet dropping
or admission control to avoid congested links.
GEO satellites operate at a height of approximately
36.000km. Hence, the fixed latency on a satellite link is in the
order of magnitude of a few hundred milliseconds. While the
high capacity of satellite links can be a benefit for exchanging
large amounts of data, the additional delay has a negative
impact on the QoS and on applications provided via satellite
that are not tolerant against high latencies. An example of these
are real-time or interactive applications. Furthermore, protocol
state machines and specific functionalities may also need to
be adopted to cope with the higher latency. For example, the
(standard) congestion control mechanisms of the TCP [44] rely
on the RTT and thus the TCP throughput suffers significantly
from the high latency on the satellite links.
In order to mitigate this, specialized TCP algorithms, such
as [45], or TCP-PEPs [46] are commonly used. PEPs are
TCP proxies, which break the TCP end-to-end connection
at the satellite modem and/or the hub station, so that the
satellite portion of the end-to-end path is separated from the
rest. That is, instead of a single end-to-end TCP connection
up to three intermediate connections are established, namely
between the end host initiating the connection to the first edge
of the satellite link, between the sat modem and the hub, and
finally between the other edge of the satellite link the and the
destination host. On the one hand, this allows for running an
adapted TCP protocol or a completely different transport layer
protocol optimized for the high latency, but on the other hand,
it breaks the end-to-end paradigm of TCP and leads to issues
with layer 3 encryption mechanisms [35].
2) Medium access coordination and resource reservation:
Another major challenge in this regard is to coordinate the
uplink connections (towards the core network) in order to

provision QoS. In satellite networks on the downlink only a
single sender, namely the hub station, exists, while on the
uplink potentially many highly distributed senders access the
shared medium. In order to do this, the DVB Return Channel
via Satellite - Second Generation (DVB-RCS2) standard [47]
specifies transmission-slots during which they can transmit.
These are assigned to each sender by a central entity called
network control center (NCC) located at the hub station. The
NCC periodically broadcast the assignment of transmissionslots, which are either based on Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) and constantly assigned, or on dynamic requests
from a sender depending on the current traffic demands. The
latter is called DAMA. Depending on the traffic, a satellite
terminal can request different categories of capacity. For
services requiring a higher priority or real-time services typically constant rate assignment (CRA) or rate-based dynamic
capacity (RBDC) are used, which provide capacity guarantees.
In contrast, for lower priority and BE traffic, volume-based
dynamic capacity (VBDC) and free capacity allocation (FCA)
capacities are requested. These provide fewer guarantees. The
NCC grants permissions to transmit by sending a terminal
burst time plan (TBTP). Unfortunately, the standard lacks a
definition on how the capacity requests are triggered. Since
those requests and the allocation responses traverse the satellite
link as well as the actual data, the overall latency increases
even further. Thus, higher priority, real-time and more interactive traffic should be mapped onto constantly assigned slots.
However, capacity, which is fixed and assigned to a station, is
wasted if the station has nothing to send in a particular slot.
Hence, there is a trade-off between the fixed allocated capacity
to certain stations and the capacity dynamically allocated.
3) Changing link conditions: The quality of the satellite
link is affected by weather, such as heavy rain, much in the
same way as many other technologies transmitting wirelessly,
and therefore changes more frequently. In order to avoid
wasting spectral efficiency due to significant Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) buffers, satellite connections implement an ACM
mechanism. ACM adapts to these changing conditions by
modifying the used Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS).
That is, if e.g. heavy rain appears, the modulation is changed
to a more robust schema, based on feedback the receiver sends
to the sender. On the other hand, the increased robustness
comes with the additional cost of reduced capacity, as more
redundancy is added to the signal. Once the rain stops, a more
efficient MCS can be selected again. Thus, the link capacity
that can be used by upper layers changes too.
Furthermore, given that ACM is designed to quickly adapt
to changing wireless channel conditions, these changes might
occur frequently without prior notification. Hence, capacity
planning and traffic shaping become significantly more difficult [48].
4) Overlapping frequencies: As radio spectrum has increasingly become scare, resource competition between terrestrial
wireless networks and satellite networks can occur. Satellite
and wireless terrestrial networks, e.g. cellular networks, can
either share the same frequencies or operate on a dedicated
spectrum. Operating on the same frequencies allows for reuse
of spectrum and thus for increasing the spectral efficiency.
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This frequency reuse is particularly interesting for moving
MTs, which are able to connect to both wireless terrestrial and
satellite networks. However, if not managed properly, both
parts might interfere with each other. Hence, it is usually
required that both networks are managed by the same operator,
if the available spectrum is to be shared, as tight coordination
is required.
B. Specific challenges for parallel satellite and terrestrial link
scenarios
When a satellite network supplements terrestrial infrastructures, the network topology becomes more complex than e.g.
a tree, since alternative parallel paths are available between
two nodes in the network. However, unlike parallel links
in a plain homogeneous network, the different links in a
converged satellite and terrestrial environment differ extremely
in their characteristics. Hence, the major challenge is to decide
whether a particular chunk of traffic should be routed via the
satellite or terrestrially.
An example is depicted in Fig. 5. Two different paths exist
between the eNodeB and the core network. Hence, for the
uplink traffic what needs to be decided is if the satellite or
the terrestrial link should be used at the eNodeB and the same
decision needs to be made in the operator’s network for the
downlink traffic. As implied in this simplistic figure, ideally
the path selection is not static or simply based on source or
destination IP addresses, but rather dynamic and on a finegranular basis, since traffic of different services exchanged
between the same source and destination might need to be
routed differently. That is, the selected path should depend
on the one hand on the network capabilities and on the other
on the requirements the traffic imposes on the used network
in order to allow for a high QoE. Thus, traffic with the
same source and destination IP address might take different
routes depending on its requirements. Even though at first
glance this might seem trivial given the amount of matured IP
routing protocols, the unique characteristics of satellite links
tremendously increase the complexity. For example, given
the characteristics of a GEO satellite link, a real-time and
interactive application, e.g. VoIP, will rather use the terrestrial
link due to the latency aspects, whereas latency tolerant

applications, such as a file transfer, might prefer the satellite
if sufficient capacity is available.
Therefore, TE, which is the process of ”enhancing the
performance of an operational network, at both the traffic and
resource level” by ”addressing traffic oriented performance
requirements, while utilizing network resources economically
and reliably” [49], becomes essential. More precisely, satellite
specific-aware mechanisms are required, which allow for this
fine-grained kind of traffic steering implied in the previous
example, so that both terrestrial and satellite networks can
benefit from the mutual integration. Unfortunately, TE in
typical terrestrial networks focuses mainly on putting ”the data
traffic where the network bandwidth is available” [50], [51],
which is not sufficient in converged satellite and terrestrial
networks due to the different characteristics of satellite links,
in particular the high fixed latency. Instead of focusing solely
on managing the available capacities, additional parameters
are required to be taken into account, such as the tolerable
latency, the advantages of the satellite with respect to broadcast
traffic or the impact of varying link conditions on the overall
QoE. Hence, we identified three main challenges associated
with converged satellite/terrestrial network scenarios, which
encompass parallel links, namely traffic requirement and link
characteristics identification as well as path selection. In the
following we provide a detailed discussion on these challenges.
1) Traffic requirement identification: To guarantee a good
service quality and eventually a good QoE perceived by the
end users in converged satellite and terrestrial networks, as
an absolute minimum it needs to be known if the traffic is
suitable to be routed via the satellite in terms of its latency
requirements. If, for example, a real-time service requires a
guaranteed latency below 250ms in order to achieve a good
QoE, the service might not be usable over a GEO satellite
connection, regardless of the available capacity on that link.
This is a major difference compared to pure terrestrial networks, where capacity management and congestion avoidance
might be sufficient, without the need for determining the actual
traffic QoS requirements, since high latencies or jitter values
as well as packet losses can often be avoided by preventing a
congestion in the network.
It should be noted, however, that this becomes increasingly
important in today’s operator networks independent of the
satellite network integration, since many application providers
require special services for their applications, particularly rich
media and pervasive video applications, which have enormous
QoE expectations as revealed by recent Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) activities [52]. Moreover, in order to
perform adequate TE, knowledge of traffic requirements, such
as required bandwidth or latency demands is also worthwhile.
However, becoming aware of the these is not a trivial
task. Various methods are available to identify applications
or application types just by monitoring the traffic. The examination of the transport-layer port numbers, which has been the
preferred method for several years, has proven to be inaccurate
in nowadays’ networks [53], e.g. due to re-usage of wellknown ports or higher layer tunneling. This leads to more
complex methods, such as Deep packet inspection (DPI) or
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machine learning approaches [54]. However, encryption, frequently emerging novel applications, or privacy and scalability
issues lead to inaccuracies with those approaches as well [55].
Furthermore, the application identification mechanisms are
usually proprietary, with non-standardized interfaces [56]. That
is, there is neither a standardized interface to retrieve information from a traffic requirement identification process, nor
a defined set of identified parameters. For example, a DPI
box from vendor A might provide different information than
a box from vendor B using a completely different interface to
access the information. Moreover, even if the application or
the application type is known, a mapping on the concrete QoS
requirements needs to be defined.
An alternative to identify IP traffic by monitoring and analyzing it is the usage of meta-information sent by the application or application-related protocols. Those meta-information
could contain application type or even the traffic QoS requirements of the application. The Resource Reservation Protocol
(RSVP) [57] or Next Steps in Signaling (NSIS) [58] aim at
reserving resources end-to-end and thus allows for signaling
information related to the traffic. For example, the RSVP
SENDER TSPEC object [59] allows a sender to specify the
generated traffic by providing a peak data rate as well as a
token bucket rate and a token bucket rate. However, those
approaches are not widely implemented in applications due to
their overhead and limited deployments [56]. Proxy extensions
for RSVP have been defined in [60], [61] to allow for the
usage of RSVP if the application does not support it. However,
the challenge is then to make the sender proxy aware of the
application requirements. Different methods to do this are
suggested in [60]. Most of them rely on application layer
protocols which also need to be supported by the application. Application layer protocols, such as the SIP [62] and
Session Description Protocol (SDP) [63], are often used to
signal and control multimedia communication. SDP aims at
conveying meta information on the actual communication,
including the type of media, i.e. audio, video, etc., and the
required bandwidth. However, these protocols are only in use
for a very limited amount of applications, leading to current
discussions of more lightweight and generalized mechanisms
in the standardization bodies [64].
Furthermore, given the broadcast capabilities of the satellite network, it is highly beneficial to identify traffic worth
broadcasting due to a high number of recipients. Exploiting
the unique broad- and multicast characteristics of satellite
networks to reach a high number of receivers with a single
transmission can significantly offload traffic from terrestrial
networks [17].
Hence, the first challenge that needs to be solved is to
determine the traffic’s QoS requirements, either by performing
reliable packet analysis or by allowing applications to send
them upfront with a reasonable overhead, and to provide this
information in a well-defined form, so that it can be used by
other protocols and algorithms.
2) Link characteristics identification: Knowing the requirements of the traffic flows is only one aspect. In order to
effectively use this information to control the traffic flow,
awareness of the link (and eventually the path) characteristics

is essential to match the traffic’s requirements against the
network capabilities. For example, in order to decide that the
VoIP traffic depicted in Fig. 5 is better sent via the terrestrial
link, the entity selecting the link needs to know that the
satellite link’s latency exceeds the maximum tolerable latency
for VoIP communication with a good QoE.
It is important to note that, due to the usage of ACM,
the characteristics of satellite links might change over time.
As described in section IV-A3, the capacity on a link might
increase or decrease depending on the current MCS selected by
the ACM mechanism. This is considerably different compared
to wired connections where the link characteristics are rather
stable as long as the links are not congested.
Hence, it is not sufficient to configure the link characteristics
manually or to identify them once the link is established.
Instead, it has to be a continuous process, so that an entity,
which selects the proper link, can consider this in its decision
process.
Existing approaches to identify the link or path characteristics can be generally classified in three categories:
• Transport layer (L4) mechanisms
• Active measurements
• Lower layer (L1 and L2) mechanisms
Methods operating on the transport layer aim at determining
the available bandwidth by monitoring TCP parameters, such
as the congestion window. For example, [65] designed a
new TCP scheme especially suited for wireless networks that
consists of an available bandwidth estimation algorithm. Based
on the amount of in-flight data, RTT as well as received
Acknowledgments (ACKs) rate and the amount of acknowledged data, the current bandwidth is estimated. Simulations
show that the available bandwidth can be properly determined.
However, the frequent usage of PEPs in satellite networks,
as described in section IV-A1, which breaks the end-to-end
paradigm of TCP, renders a complicated environment for such
a TCP-based link characteristics estimation approach. Instead
of having a single end-to-end TCP connection, up to three
TCP connections are established or even a different transport
layer protocol is used on the satellite link. Furthermore, the
available bandwidth estimation in [65] determines the available
bandwidth for TCP but does not work for different transport
layer protocols, such as User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
Furthermore, approaches are available, which estimate link
or path characteristics by actively creating and measuring
traffic, such as [66] that estimates the available bandwidth
on an end-to-end path by measuring the one way delay of
artificially created periodic streams. The author’s idea is that
the latencies of a periodic flow show an increasing trend if
the rate is greater than the available bandwidth. It is shown
in [66] through simulations and Internet experiments that this
approach can measure the available bandwidth accurately under various load conditions. Moreover, even though additional
network load is introduced by sending measurement probes,
the approach is non-intrusive, since each measurement stream
only contains 100 packets. It should be noted, however, that
the experiments are done in wired networks. The more volatile
conditions on satellite links as well as the impact of the
dynamic capacity allocation on the satellite’s return channel
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are additional challenges, which are not considered by the
authors.
Finally, approaches exist that exploit link layer (L2) information to improve the accuracy of the link characteristic
identification. For example, the satellite’s link layer is aware
of currently used MCS, the amount of assigned capacity or
the fill level of queues, so that the available bandwidth or
latency can more easily be determined. However, while the
first two methods can work without further knowledge of the
underlying technology, the last approach requires awareness
and assistance of the link layer technology. A couple of scenarios, in which a system could highly benefit from information
available at L2 in order to improve the overall performance,
have already been identified in [67]. One of these is traffic
shaping on links where the capacity changes frequently over
time and a static or manual configuration is not appropriate.
This approach is supported by IETF activities to standardize
the Dynamic Link Exchange Protocol (DLEP), which aims at
allowing a routing entity (L3) to retrieve information on link
status and the link capabilities from a modem in a technologyindependent manner [68]. This protocol is designed to operate
between a router and its attached modems, particularly in
heterogeneous environments, allowing the modem to propagate the link capabilities and other relevant events, e.g. link
establishment or new neighbor detected. For example, a router
can send a Link Characteristics Request message to request
metrics on the link from the modem. By replying with a
Link Characteristics Response message the modem should
send back at least the maximum and current data rate for upand downlink and the maximum latency desired on the link.
Additional information such as the link quality might also be
added.
As can be seen, different approaches exist to determine link
or path characteristics. Technology agnostic approaches, which
evaluate TCP or perform active measurements, mostly aim at
solely determining the available bandwidth of a connection
in order to improve the TCP performance or to optimize
capacity provisioning, routing and traffic engineering, respectively. Both are not per se suitable for converged terrestrial and
satellite scenarios. Approaches that rely on link and physical
layer evaluate technology specifics in order to determine the
link characteristics. With DLEP an extensible protocol is
now being standardized that allows for providing these link
characteristics to higher layers.
Hence, the major challenge with respect to link characteristics identification is to design a method to continuously estimate the link characteristics beyond the available bandwidth
of terrestrial and satellite links without significant overhead.
3) Path selection: Once the traffic’s QoS requirements as
well as the link characteristics are known, a proper path for the
traffic needs to continuously be determined. While traditional
IP routing is typically based on the destination IP and a simple
metric, i.e. hop count or cost in general, the path selection
method in converged satellite/terrestrial scenarios with parallel
links needs to be more sophisticated. The traffic’s QoS requirements need to be matched against the link characteristics
in order to allow for a good end user QoE. Hence, not only
the available capacity needs to be managed properly but also

latency and jitter constraints. Moreover, the path selection
needs to be on a more fine-grained basis compared to typical
IP routing, since traffic exchanged between the same source
and destination might be routed differently depending on the
service application.
Particularly challenging in this context are the varying link
conditions on satellite links. When the available capacity on a
satellite link decreases, it needs to be checked if actions have
to be taken in order to avoid a congestion. Furthermore, the
different latency characteristics of satellite links also need to be
considered. While in terrestrial networks low latency and low
jitter values can be ensured by just avoiding congested links
and, thus, preventing extensive queuing [69], in converged
satellite and terrestrial networks the latency can be high even
if sufficient capacity on the satellite link is available due to
the high fixed latency, as explained earlier. The impact of the
fixed latencies on the total transmission time depending on the
amount of data to be sent is illustrated by an example depicted
in Fig. 6. We calculate the theoretical time required to transmit
data over different hypothetical links. Up to a certain threshold,
which depends on the link speed, the total transmission time
of a narrow-band hypothetical terrestrial link with negligible
signal propagation time is faster than a high bandwidth satellite
link. For an exemplary 2Mb/s terrestrial link this threshold
is already reached when 60KBytes are in the queue. For a
10Mb/s terrestrial link around 500KBytes of queued data is
required so that the satellite outperforms the terrestrial link.
It should be noted that the MAC overhead is not taken into
account in this figure and that 250ms and 20ms latencies are
assumed for the satellite and the terrestrial link, respectively.
We would like to illustrate this issue further by the following
example: A messenger pigeon carrying a 4GB USB drive over
63km takes around two hours [70]. This leads to a bandwidth
of approximately 4Mbit/s, which might be even more than a
current xDSL connection in some rural areas. Furthermore,
while the QoS provided by this kind of network is most likely
sufficient for large file transfer applications, it is absolutely
unacceptable for any kind of application requiring interactivity.
As can be seen from this extreme example but also from
Fig. 6, bandwidth and latency constraints need to be looked
at together in scenarios with parallel satellite and terrestrial
links. Even though the available capacity on a link might be
lower, for a small amount of data a low latency link might be
the better choice.
However, as explained earlier, not only do most TE concepts
not consider such a scenario, but also common QoS mechanisms, such as Diffserv [71], neglect it. RFC3246 [72], which
aims at providing a building block for low latency, jitter and
loss services, indeed recognizes the fixed signal propagation
time particularly on wide area links, yet the authors consider it
as a ”fixed property of the topology” and thus focus solely on
minimizing the queuing latency. This is mainly due to the fact
that the signal propagation times in terrestrial networks are,
regardless of the actual technology, usually of the same order
of magnitude and have less impact than the queuing delay.
However, given the fact that for certain applications the overall
latency has a similar high impact on the QoE as available
capacity these approaches most likely lead to sub-optimal
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results when integrated satellite and terrestrial networks with
parallel links are used.
Given that, another major challenge to realize successfully converged satellite and terrestrial network scenarios with
parallel links encompasses the definition of a proper path
selection mechanism that is aware of and considers the special
link characteristics of satellite links, including the high fixed
latency. This mechanism has to perform regular TE tasks and
beyond. That is, continuously managing the available capacity
in the network, matching specific QoS requirements against the
different link capabilities, so that optimal paths for all traffic
flows (or traffic aggregates) are chosen.
C. Conclusion of technical challenges review
The challenges we mention in section IV-A are to a large
extent already addressed in the literature, as we elaborate
in section III. However, the challenges we identified with
scenarios involving parallel terrestrial and satellite links as
described in IV-B are only partially recognized but not yet
addressed. In particular, an overall architecture is missing,
which combines the different pieces efficiently. That is, it
needs to be defined how existing mechanisms and techniques
on various layers can usefully interact with each other. For
example, a decision entity, which has to select to use either
the terrestrial or the satellite link for a certain chunk of traffic,
can perform a more informed decision if the capabilities and
the condition of a link as well as the requirements of the traffic
are known.
V. K EY BUILDING BLOCKS FOR CONVERGED SATELLITE
AND TERRESTRIAL NETWORKS

The challenges presented in section IV-B can be, and to
a certain extent already have been, addressed and solved
independently for other use cases than integrating satellite
networks with terrestrial ones. For instance, DPI traffic identification mechanisms are already productively in use for
copyright content filtering or government surveillance [73].
These mechanisms are able to reliably identify applications

being used in the network and can therefore help to derive
their QoS demands. Similarly, methods are available that
identify link characteristics, such as available bandwidth, in
order to monitor the network or to enforce certain bandwidth
guarantees.
However, even though most of the challenges we identified
in the previous section seem to be solved individually in
typical terrestrial networks, actual converged satellite and
terrestrial networks, as described in section II, have not
been realized. Besides economic constraints in the past, this
is mainly due to two reasons: Firstly, not all mechanisms,
which are designed for terrestrial networks, can cope with the
specifics of satellite links and secondly, a holistic architecture
is missing, which provides clear functional blocks and welldefined interfaces among them. That is, approaches providing
a potential solution to the individual challenges are, on the
one hand, required to cope with very heterogeneous links, and
on the other hand need to be closely integrated with each
other in order to operate jointly. This complex cross-layer
information exchange becomes crucial in converged satellite
and terrestrial networks due to the specific characteristics of
the additional satellite links, which, if used not optimally, can
dramatically decrease the user’s QoE, even in lightly loaded
networks. For example, if a specific chunk of traffic requires
certain bandwidth and latency guarantees in order to provide
the corresponding service with a high QoE, it is crucial that
these requirements as well as the currently available capacity
and latency values are known by the link selection process.
Consequently, functional key building blocks and their
responsibilities as well as the information exchanged between
them need to be defined, so that ultimately both terrestrial and
satellite networks converge into a common architecture. This
view is supported by the outcome of the literature review we
performed in the previous section.
Hence, in this section, we give a high level overview of
the key functional building blocks we identified as essential
to realize a converged satellite and terrestrial network. The
composition of these functional key building blocks is based
on the previously presented challenges. Afterwards in section
VI we map existing network architectures against these building blocks to evaluate their suitability to realize scenarios as
described in section II.
Fig. 7 presents an overview of these key building blocks.
Firstly, a Traffic Requirement Identification function is needed.
Its responsibility is to determine, if applicable, the QoS
requirements, such as maximum tolerable latency and jitter,
priority, minimum required bandwidth, etc. per chunk of traffic
that need to be fulfilled in order to achieve a high QoE.
This information have to be provided to a TE component.
For this purpose an interface, which we refer to as Ti, needs
to be designed. This interface shall define how the traffic
requirements can be described and how this information is
exchanged. It should be noted that this functional block as
well as the Ti interface also need to cope with dynamically
varying requirements of a single application over time. For
example, an FTP session has limited bandwidth requirements
but certain latency requirements while directories are being
browsed by a user. This significantly changes once an actual
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file transfer is started with high bandwidth demands but almost
no latency requirements.
Secondly, a Link Characteristic Identification function is
required, which determines and provides information on the
different link characteristics of each available link to a TE
component. This includes in particular the fixed latency values.
Moreover, for capacity planing, additional information, such
as available capacity, queue statuses, dynamic latencies or
typical jitter, might also be determined to allow for a more
informed path selection. It also needs to cope with dynamic
link changes, which result from the satellite’s ACM adaptions.
Thus, we identify the need of a second interface, which we
refer to as the L interface. The definition of the L interface
shall include an accurate description of the link conditions as
well as the means to convey them.
Thirdly, a TE functional block is necessary. This function
considers all the available information and performs the task
of TE and beyond. That is, it needs to verify that traffic can be
admitted and plan the available capacities while considering
the traffic’s requirements. Latency and jitter demands need
to be considered when path selection is performed and the
traffic is distributed onto the different links, so that a high
QoE is achieved. It should also be noted that the TE function
is a continuous process, which requires monitoring of QoS
guarantees, given that both the traffic’s requirements as well
as the link characteristics change over time.
In order to allow the TE component to execute its decision,

we identify the necessity of a fourth functional building block,
namely the Execution function, including another interface,
which is referred to as the D interface. Its main purpose
is to communicate the decision of the TE function to the
lower network layers. The Execution block needs to perform
traffic shaping and priority queuing based on the TE function’s
decision.
Furthermore, since the satellite has significant advantages
with respect to broad- and multicast traffic, the key function
building blocks should support the exploitation of this. That is,
the number of users interested in a particular content as well
as the link conditions to these users should be determined and
communicated through the Ti and L interfaces. This way, a
potential multicast group manager can decide to which users
a particular content should be broadcasted via the satellite and
to which ones it is better to send it terrestrially. For example, if
a few users experience a bad satellite link quality due to rain,
while others interested in the same content can be reached with
a more efficient MCS, it might be worth to use the better MCS
on the satellite transmission and send the content terrestrially
to the users suffering from rain.
With respect to the OSI layers, the TE and the Traffic Requirement Identification functions need to operate on
the higher layer, i.e. L3 and above, following a cross-layer
approach. Instead of being located on a single OSI layer,
information of different layers are essential to perform the
aforementioned tasks properly. In contrast, the Execution function is located in layer 2, as it needs to control the actual access
to the medium. The Link Characteristics Identification is either
located in the lower layers, i.e. L1 and L2, if lower layer
approaches are used, or on L4 and above if transport layer
mechanisms or active measurements are used to determine the
link characteristics.
To summarize, given the challenges we analyzed, we identified four key functional building blocks required to successfully integrate satellite and terrestrial networks, so that it is
beneficial having parallel links. These are Traffic Requirement
and Link Characteristics Identification, as well as TE and
Execution function. Moreover, interfaces (i.e. Ti, L and D
interfaces) are necessary to facilitate the interaction between
the key functional building blocks, so that they can operate
jointly.
VI. A PPLICABILITY OF EXISTING NETWORK
ARCHITECTURES FOR CONVERGED SATELLITE AND
TERRESTRIAL NETWORKS
We now evaluate different contemporary network architectures with respect to their feasibility to support converged
FSS and terrestrial networks. Firstly, we look at a IP environments and known techniques. Secondly, we focus on
current LTE approaches. Thirdly, we deal with DVB-S2/RCS2
based satellite architectures. Finally we analyze very recent
alternative approaches, such as Software Defined Network
(SDN) concepts or Wireless Back-haul (WiBACK).
A. IP QoS mechanisms
For many years now different mechanisms and technologies
have been added to the IP ecosystem to deal with QoS,
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guaranteed services or to perform TE. Fig. 8 gives a nonexhaustive overview of this environment, which we discuss in
the following.
1) Flow-based QoS approaches: Already more than one
decade ago Quality-of-Service Open Shortest Path First (QoSOSPF) [74], which is an extension to Open Shortest Path
First (OSPF) [75], was defined to enable QoS in OSPF. It
performs constraint-based routing, which in contrast to regular
IP routing aims at finding a path in the network which
fulfills certain bandwidth requirements, such as a minimum
available bandwidth. This extension aims at enabling QoS
routing in IP networks by distributing, along with the link
states in the network, the available bandwidth for each link
and by considering these in the routing decision. It should be
noted that [74] does not consider any other QoS requirement
apart from bandwidth. The Path calculation algorithm itself
uses a modified Bellman-Ford algorithm which allows to
determine paths of maximum available bandwidth for all hop
counts by exploiting the fact that the Bellman-Ford algorithm
progresses by increasing the hop count. Hence, among the
paths which support the requested bandwidth, a path with the
minimum number of hops can be selected without increasing
the complexity. This limitation on the available bandwidth and
hop count is caused by a general problem of constraint-based
routing, namely its complexity. More complex metrics or a
combination of metrics easily result in an NP-hard or even
NP-complete problem. For example, selecting a path based on
multiple independent QoS-constraints such as delay and cost
has already proven to be a NP-complete problem, if the QoS
metrics are real numbers or unbounded integers [76]–[78].
Furthermore, QoS-based routing is commonly proposed to
be used together with a resource reservation protocol, such
as RSVP [57], which blocks the required resource for a
particular flow along the calculated path and therefore realize
IntServ [59] in a non-overprovisioned network. As previously
mentioned, applications on the end hosts systems (or intermediate router) can issue RSVP requests to gain specific qualities
for a certain flow. These requests contain a flow description,
e.g. source IP and port, and the desired QoS, and are routed
from source to destination along the path calculated by the
routing protocol. Each intermediate RSVP-enabled router on
the path can then accept or reject the RSVP depending on
its policies and available resources. Further details on RSVP
can be found in [79]. It should be noted that IntServ can be
used without QoS-OSPF but with any regular routing protocol.
This, however, might lead to more denied requests if capacity
constraints occur in the network, since the routing is performed
unaware of the available resources on the router.
These approaches have some major drawbacks. As it is
working flow-based and stateful, scalability can easily become
an issue [80], regardless of the presence of satellite links in
the network or not. Hence, neither IntServ nor QoS-OSPF are
widely deployed in larger networks. Furthermore, the main
idea behind these approaches is generally to have enough
capacity available for critical traffic flows, since latency,
jitter and loss usually increase if the available bandwidth is
exceeded [69] or to prioritize real-time and other high-priority
traffic by configuring the packet scheduler properly. Both are

also important in converged satellite and terrestrial networks.
However, those approaches do not consider the impact of the
high fixed latency of satellite links, when choosing a path for
certain traffic.
Even though [81] describes how network elements, i.e.
routers, should behave to provide services with a guaranteed
end-to-end delay and bandwidth, determining a path, which
fits latency requirements is out of scope. Hence, satellite
links are not treated properly, since a significant part of the
latency is independent of the link’s load. Moreover, while
QoS-OSPF distributes link information within the network, it
does not provide any means to gain information on the link
characteristics, besides the link status, i.e. up or down.
Mapping these mechanisms against the key functional building block, as we described in section V, we can conclude
that a limited Ti interface exists, i.e. RSVP. The Traffic
Requirements Identification functional block can be seen as
part of the application. However, the functional blocks of TE
and Traffic Requirements Identification are not sufficient, since
QoS-OSPF and RSVP only considers the bandwidth and other
routing protocols are not QoS-aware. Furthermore, QoS-OSPF
or other routing protocols determine the link state but not the
actual characteristics. Thus, the L interface, which is inside
the routing protocol, is also limited to the link state. Given
that, the Link Characteristics Identification functional block
is also not sufficient for providing a high QoE in converged
satellite and terrestrial networks, since more than just the link
state is needed. In this approach, the Execution functional
block is implemented by an RSVP-enabled router and the
corresponding D interface is implemented by RSVP.
2) Traffic-Aggregate based QoS: Given the scalability issues of flow-based approaches, current TE concepts usually
operate on traffic aggregates. Already in the last century
Diffserv [71], [82] has been standardized, which provides
traffic classification and therefore allows for prioritization
of IP traffic by using the IP Differentiated Services Code
Point (DSCP) field. While various queuing strategies and
optimizations exists (e.g. [83], [84]), Diffserv provides QoS
only by prioritizing packets of higher priority traffic. It is
only mentioned here for the sake of completeness, since
pure prioritization is insufficient for converged satellite and
terrestrial networks with parallel links due to the high fixed
latency on satellite connections, as explained earlier.
Furthermore, current TE approaches often rely on Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) Label-Switched Paths (LSPs)
[85], [86] in order to become independent of the link layer
technology. Instead of calculating a proper route for each flow,
routes are calculated for an aggregate level on a larger-time
scale. Hence, more complex path computation algorithms can
be used compared to e.g. QoS-OSPF. Typically, RSVP-Traffic
Engineering (RSVP-TE) [87] is used to establish these MPLS
LSPs in the network and to block the proper resources [87],
[88]. For different QoS classes different MPLS LSPs can be
established, which introduces the challenge to map the traffic
onto the LSPs.
Moreover, to further enhance the path computation, the
IETF has created the so-called Path Computation Element
(PCE) architecture [89]. Among other reasons, one moti-
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vation for PCE is to offload computational intensive path
calculation, such as the path selection based on multiple
independent constraints, which can easily overload a single
network entity, to a more powerful machine. So-called Path
Computation Clients (PCCs), which might be a router, can
request a PCE to calculate a path. The PCE consists of
a path computation module, a Traffic Engineering Database
(TED) and a communication module. While the TED collects
and tracks the current network status including the network
topology and the link utilization, the path computation module
calculates the requested paths based on the information from
the TED and selected algorithms and policies. Unfortunately, it
is not defined how the topology information is gathered, apart
from that it should be learned from a routing protocol [90].
Moreover, with the PCE communication protocol and the
communication module, a well-defined interface is available
which enables PCCs to request path calculation between two
arbitrary nodes in a standardized way. That is, a PCC, e.g.
the first router, sends a PCReq message to a PCE optionally
including among other things the required bandwidth or other
metrics. The PCE replies with a PCRep message that includes
the path, in case of a successful calculation, which, in turn,

can be used by another signaling protocol, i.e. RSVP to set
up a path in the network accordingly.
Furthermore, multiple LSPs might exist between any source
and destination. In such a case the load must be distributed
onto these paths. While there are specific MPLS approaches,
such as [91] or [92], general algorithms exist as well. These
can also be used with a regular IP routing protocol in case
multiple paths of the same cost to a certain destination exist,
which is referred to as Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP). The purpose of ECMP it to distribute traffic onto more than one path
in order to balance the load and to avoid congestion, so that
eventually a higher total throughput can be achieved [93]–[95].
A main differentiation between load distribution approaches is
inter- and intra-connection parallelism. The traffic belonging
to the same connection (or application) can be either sent over
multiple available connections in parallel (intra-connection) or
only over a single one and another connection might use a
different parallel path (inter-connection). This is also often
referred to as per-Packet distribution and per-Flow distribution,
respectively. Per-packet approaches usually allow on the one
hand for fine-grained and flexible path selection, since the link
is selected for each packet independently, but on the other hand
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might cause re-ordering of packets. Re-ordering will occur
particularly if the latency of the multiple links differ heavily,
which for example impacts the performance of TCP [93]
or introduces extra time needed to recover the packet order
again [96]. In contrast, approaches providing inter-connection
parallelism do not introduce re-ordering of packets of a single
flow but in the case of very different flow characteristics might
introduce over- or underloaded paths.
A further classification of load distribution into adaptive and
non-adaptive models is given in [97]. While the non-adaptive
models distribute the links statically and thus cannot react on
dynamically changing conditions, adaptive models are able to
react to variations in traffic- or network conditions. Typical
examples for non-adaptive models are round-robin approaches
or simple hash-based techniques.
Adaptive Load Balancing can be classified into TrafficCondition-Based and Network-Condition-Based approaches.
While Network-Condition-Based models can adapt to changing network conditions, such as delivery time or network
utilization in terms of packets/s or bytes/s, Traffic-ConditionBased Models consider traffic characteristics, e.g. flow- or
packet size, packet arrival time, etc., when performing load
distribution. It should be noted that those classes are not
mutually exclusive.
The Adaptive Flow-Level Load Control Scheme for Multipath Forwarding [98] is an example of a Traffic-ConditionBased approach. The authors make use of the fact that in IP
networks one can generally differentiate between two kinds
of flows, namely long-lived and short lived-flows. Short-lived
flows, so-called transient flows, occur more frequently and
have greater variation in packet arrival time than long-lived
flows, while the long-lived flows carry the major part of the
traffic load and, hence, are referred to as base flows. In order
to detect a base flow the number of packets X per flow within
a given time Y is measured. The idea of [98] is, if two links
are available, to send all base flows over one path and all
transient flows via the other one. By adapting X and Y the
classification into base and transient flows can be dynamically
changed and, thus, the assigned load can be controlled. The
authors also propose a simple Load Control Algorithm, which
adapts the X value based on the load ratio on the primary
path. This is measured in packets sent via the primary path
over the total number of packets.
An example for the Network-Condition-Based method is the
Earliest Delivery Path First algorithm proposed in [99] and
[100]. The authors’ approach requires multiple connections
between a mobile terminal and a counterpart, a so-called
Network Proxy, in the network. By estimating the delivery
time of each packet for each of the available paths, it schedules
packets so that they are delivered as early as possible. The
calculation takes into account the available bandwidth, the
packet size and the queuing delay. This approach aims at
increasing the usable bandwidth to the same performance
a single link with the same aggregated bandwidth would
have. However, [100] explicitly ignores the signal propagation
delay, i.e. the fixed latency, since it is designed for terrestrial
networks. Moreover, the Earliest Delivery Path First algorithm
approach assumes that changes in the available capacity on

each link and delay variations are only minor, which might
not be an accurate assumption for satellite connections.
As can be seen, load distribution can be used to avoid
congested links by balancing the load, even if the underlying
networks are not homogeneous in terms of their capacity.
However, traffic differentiation in terms of QoS requirements
is not provided. Hence, load distribution needs to be done
per traffic class. For further details please refer to [97], which
provides a comprehensive study and comparison of different
adaptive algorithms.
To conclude, IP-related TE approaches are highly optimized
to perform TE in terrestrial networks as they aim at avoiding
congested links, balancing the load, prioritizing certain traffic
and managing the available capacity properly. However, the
unique characteristics of satellite links are not taken into
account - more precisely, the high fixed latency and the varying
link conditions prohibit the integration of satellite links.
With respect to the key functional building blocks, we
identified in section V, it can be seen that current IP QoS approaches operating on traffic aggregates cover them partially.
The Traffic Requirement Identification functional building
block is part of the application, which has to provide information on the traffic. A Ti interface is defined, which is realized
either by RSVP messages and/or utilizing the IP DSCP field.
Moreover, the Link Characteristics Identification functional
building block is also included in the routing protocol. Hence,
the link capabilities and conditions are not sufficiently determined. The TE function can be realized by PCE, which fosters
sophisticated algorithms by allowing the offloading of complex
calculations to powerful machines. Similar to IP flow-based
QoS approaches, the Execution functional building block is
implemented in RSVP-enabled MPLS devices, which perform
traffic shaping and prioritize queuing.
B. LTE
LTE and Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) networks
also share the challenge of providing a high service quality and
even guaranteed services, such as Voice over LTE (VoLTE), to
the MT or the end user, respectively. An LTE [101] network
consists of an evolved Radio Access Network (eRAN) and an
evolved Packet Core (EPC). While the first provides the actual
radio access and the physical connection to the MTs via the
eNodeBs, the latter is primarily responsible for maintaining IP
connectivity. In order to allow for provisioning, so-called QoS
bearers are established in the network, as specified in [102].
Each bearer is associated with a QoS Class of Identifier (QCI),
which is a fixed mapping onto specific networks characteristics
such as packet error rate or packet latency. For example,
QCI index 1 maps on a maximum packet error loss rate of
10− 2 packets and a packet delay budget of 100ms and, thus,
is suitable for conversational voice traffic [103]. Individual
flows are in turn mapped onto a specific bearer. Thus, all flows
transported using the same bearer experience the same QoS
treatment, such as shaping, prioritization, queue management
or scheduling weights. Moreover, multiple bearers need to be
established in oder to provide different QoS characteristics for
different applications, e.g. for VoIP traffic a different bearer
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than for an File Transfer Protocol (FTP) download should be
used.
The general QoS concepts of 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) networks are already explained in detail in
many other publications, such as [104], [105]. It should be
noted, however, since LTE is entirely an IP-based network,
that it relies on its S1 interface [106], which connects the
eNodeBs with the EPC, i.e. the back-haul network (see Fig. 9)
on regular IP routing and the QoS mechanisms provided by
the underlying network. In fact, there are no limitations on the
used network technology [107]. Contrary to the radio access
part where QoS enforcement mechanisms are included in the
3GPP standards, in the back-haul segment it is primarily the
task of the underlying (heterogeneous) network to provide
sufficient bandwidth or congestion control mechanisms, so that
the required QoS levels can be guaranteed [108]. In fact, the
back-haul is modeled as a point-to-point connection without
resource contention [109]. In order to align the different QoS
treatments, the bearer QCI can be mapped to the DSCP value
of the IP packet, which in turn is used by the underlying
network to provide proper QoS provisioning, or other IPbased QoS mechanisms should be used [110]. Currently the
most common solution in operator networks is therefore to
dimension the connection properly, so that a congestion does
not occur or at least is highly unlikely. If the network cannot
provide sufficient latency or capacity guarantees, [111] suggests several mitigation techniques, which aim at reducing the
amount of traffic or changing priorities, e.g. by adapting used
audio or video codecs. However, there are no means to allow
the EPC e.g. to initiate a traffic re-routing or exploit multipath connectivity. In fact, if satellite links are present the LTE
architecture itself is not able to use them properly and to detect
that only very relaxed latency guarantees can be given.
In this context, it is also logical that LTE networks have
no mechanisms to monitor or determine the capabilities and
properties of the back-haul network. That is, if multiple paths
between the eNodeB and the EPC are available it cannot be
decided by the EPC which one is used, it rather depends on
the employed IP routing protocol. Moreover, LTE will not be
aware of the high fixed latency of the satellite leading to delay
intolerant bearers potentially being routed via the satellite.
With respect to traffic classification, 3GPP standards define
a Traffic Detection Function (TDF). Its main goal is to
detect the traffic of Over-the-top (OTT) applications such as

NETFLIX, Facebook, etc., so that it can be charged and treated
properly, i.e. assigned to a proper bearer [112]. TDF basically
relies on DPI based traffic detection and provides a welldefined interface to other EPC modules, such as the Policy
and Charging Rules Function (PCRF).
By mapping the LTE architecture against the previously
identified key building blocks, it can be seen that LTE with its
TDF provides a Ti interface and a framework for the Traffic
Requirement Identification. However, neither the L nor the D
interface exist, since the LTE architecture relies on IP and
the underlying network technologies for QoS enforcement
and routing in the back-haul network. Consequently, a TE
functional block, which performs a path selection, is missing
as well as an Execution function for the back-haul part of the
network.
C. DVB-based architecture
Several approaches exist that enable QoS provisioning over
DVB-S2/RCS satellite links. In the following we also analyze
these with respect to their suitability to be used in scenarios
with parallel satellite and terrestrial links. First and foremost,
various standards and related associated guidelines exist for
implementation that consider QoS in satellite networks, such
as [113]–[115]. Their main motivation is to provision QoS
by properly prioritizing traffic with more stringent latency
requirements, to provide guaranteed bandwidth for certain
services and to potentially perform admission control.
There is a strong focus on the interaction of layer 3 and
layer 2, i.e. the satellite independent and satellite dependent
layer. The QoS mechanisms of both layers need to work jointly
together to enable QoS effectively. The main difficulties arise
in particular on the return channel, when traffic is sent from the
satellite terminal to the gateway. While on the forward channel
it is mainly a scheduling problem, on the return link proper
capacity needs to be requested due to the DAMA process.
Moreover, as we describe in section IV-A2, different categories
of requests are possible. Hence, it needs to be decided which
kind of capacity is requested for which traffic. Unfortunately,
how this mapping is done is outside of the scope of the
standard.
The approach described in [113] relies on the Diffserv
model [71] to classify and mark packets by using the IP DSCP
field. The packets of the same class are assigned to so-called
Behaivor Aggregates (BAs). All packets belonging to the same
BA share the same network behavior. That is, they experience
the same queuing and scheduling treatment. Depending on the
BA, the DAMA process responsible for the medium access
control requests and allocates capacity.
A concrete implementation for QoS provisioning over DVBS2 is presented for example by [116]. By concatenating different round-robin schedulers and also considering the different
MCS the authors implement fairness policies while giving QoS
guarantees.
However, DVB-based architectures providing QoS aim at
optimizing the QoS on satellite links. Unfortunately, they
do not consider parallel terrestrial links, which could be
exploited to increase the overall QoS and QoE. Hence, with
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respect to the key functional building blocks presented in
section V, it can be seen that a Ti-interface exists, which is
DSCP. Optionally a signaling proxy might be used, which, for
instance snoops and interprets SIP messages. Given the scope
of a DVB architecture, an actual TE function, which performs
path selection and decides if traffic is routed terrestrially or
via the satellite, is not part of this architecture. However, an
Execution function, which is responsible for prioritization as
well as bandwidth guarantees, is realized by proper scheduling
and queuing mechanisms. Awareness of the link capabilities
of the satellite link is implicitly available. [116] actually takes
into account the different MCSs when scheduling and queuing
packets. However, as terrestrial links are out of scope, only
characteristics of the satellite link are available.
D. Alternative Architectures
In the following section, we evaluate emerging novel alternative approaches, with respect to their applicability for
integrated satellite terrestrial networks. We firstly elaborate on
architectures exploiting SDN concepts and secondly we focus
on WiBACK, which is a network architecture specifically
designed for heterogeneous wireless back-haul networks.
1) SDN approaches: It is generally believed that extended
SDN approaches increase the flexibility of networks and
enable novel concepts to address challenges in contemporary
networks. With the advent of SDN [117] a paradigm change
in networking architecture has started, shifting from monolithic network devices, which combine control, monitoring,
management and data-forwarding functions in a single entity,
towards a clear separation of control and data planes. That
is, the decision making processes, such as routing of traffic,
firewalling, spanning-tree protocols, etc., are clearly separated
from the pure data forwarding methods. This allows for a more
flexible management of the network, as the control functions
can be run centralized. Further details on the differences
between traditional networking and SDN are presented in
[118].
SDN-enabled networks are mainly characterized by two
things, first the decoupling of control- and data-plane, and
second, programmability [119]. Fig. 10 shows the general
SDN architecture [119]. At the lowest layer, the infrastructure
layer, the actual data forwarding devices are located. Their
main task is to perform any kind or packet processing based
on the rules that the SDN-controller, which is located in
the middle layer, provides. The functionality offered by the
controller is often referred to as Network Operation System
(NetOS). The most commonly used protocol between the
SDN controller and the devices on the infrastructure layer is
currently OpenFlow [120]. This interface is also often referred
to as the Southbound interface. It is used to push rules to
the infrastructure layer, to request monitoring information and
statistics or to transmit packets, for which none of the rules
apply to, back to the controller. Furthermore, the control layer
provides an application programming interface (API), the socalled Northbound interface, to the application layer, which
contains the so called network applications. An application
might be as simple as a centralized Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server or consist of more complex
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services like parental control for certain User Terminals (UTs)
or seamless mobility. It should be noted that so far there is no
standardized Northbound interface.
Several approaches exist to realize QoS provisioning by
exploiting SDN concepts. An automatic QoS management
mechanism for SDNs, which utilizes SDN concepts to automatically configure switches to provide QoS is proposed by
[121]. The authors introduced a QoS control module acting
as an SDN application. A context manager is responsible for
gathering and aggregating information on the network, such as
switch utilization or packet loss rate, as well as on the traffic
flow. Based on these parameters, rule decision components
check if QoS requirements can be satisfied and, if so, proper
rules are implemented. These rules realize the enforcement of
QoS by adjusting the scheduling queue on each affected switch
as well as by properly classifying the packets. Unfortunately,
[121] lacks a description on how information on the network
status is gained from each device, since this is not part of the
OpenFlow specification. Moreover, as the QoS management
focuses only on queue management, high fixed latencies,
as they occur on satellite links, are not considered by this
approach.
Similarly, [122] exploits SDN concepts to deliver end-toend QoS. The main idea of the authors is to differentiate
between multimedia flows, which usually have stringent QoS
requirements, and BE flows. While the first are routed using a
dynamic QoS routing approach aiming at reducing the delay,
the latter are routed using a typical shortest path first algorithm. SDN is used in particular to ease the route calculation
by having the required information in a central point, namely
the SDN controller, in [122]. However, similar to [121], the
publication lacks mechanisms to determine latency, available
bandwidth, etc. on each link.
Recently [123] acknowledges satellite and terrestrial net-
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the individual links, is provided by Spectrum Management.
Since Spectrum Management has created a logical topology,
which consists only of the links that are already configured
and whose capacity and typical link latency is determined,
Capacity Management can operate without being aware of the
actual technology, frequency or other physical layer parameter.
Capacity Management itself is based on the concept of a
centralized stateful PCE [89]. It relies on a shortest-path first
algorithm which takes the available capacity on each link into
account when paths of so-called pipes are calculated. Those
pipes are MPLS label switched end-to-end paths which can be
seen as traffic aggregates with an associated capacity, similar
to LTE bearers. It should also be noted that WiBACK considers
only the bandwidth as a QoS parameter. Other QoS parameters
such as latency or loss are ignored when the path of a pipe is
calculated. A more detailed discussion on management of the
available capacity in WiBACK can be found in [128].
Furthermore, WiBACK has no means to identity the traffic
QoS requirements. If the DSCP field of the IP header is properly set by the application, the flow is mapped onto a specific
pipe. Currently WiBACK supports three types of pipes, which
have a configurable set of QoS requirements associated with
it. Those four pipe types are Voice, Video, BE and Network
Management. The different pipe types are mapped in turn
onto lower layer traffic classes, e.g. IEEE 802.11 Wireless
Local Area Network (WLAN) access categories so that a
prioritization can be realized. It should be noted that [129]
has already shown how to integrate unidirectional overlay cells
into the WiBACK architecture, which could be used to natively
exploit the broadcast capabilities of the satellite network.

Application
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Control layer

work integration as a use case that can benefit from SDN
approaches as they ease capacity aggregation, i.e. multilink transmission, and load balancing. Moreover, the authors
highlight data flow identification, link monitoring as well as
dynamic forwarding rules generation and update as essential
requirements for an SDN-based satellite/terrestrial integrated
network solution. Unfortunately, the publication only outlines
use-cases where SDN (and Network Function Visualization
(NFV)) can be beneficial but concrete solutions are out of
scope.
With respect to the key functional building blocks described
in section V, it can be seen that the SDN architecture itself
provides the D interface with the SDN Southbound interface,
which allows for updating the flow tables of the network devices. Similarly an L interface can be realized. However, none
of the approaches relying on SDN currently provide the actual
building blocks, namely the Link Characteristics Identification,
the Traffic Requirement Identification or a proper TE function,
albeit the general SDN architecture eases the instantiation due
to its centralized design. That is, all key functional building
blocks can be implemented as SDN applications. It should be
noted that the outcome of a recent European Space Agency
(ESA) study [124] identified SDN as a key element for the
successful integration of satellite and terrestrial networks,
since interoperability and compatibility across the different
segments is essential [125].
2) WiBACK: WiBACK [126] aims at providing a holistic
cross-layer solution for wireless back-haul networks. It implements the concepts of SDN for data forwarding and also
includes extensions beyond typical SDN to manage wireless
interfaces. As depicted in Fig. 11, WiBACK adopts the general SDN architecture [117] and enhances it with wireless
extensions on the Southbound interface. It also adds essential network applications performing capacity-aware routing,
monitoring and link configuration, i.e. interface frequency and
MCS assignment. Moreover, it defines a Northbound interface
which allows for a flexible extension or creation of application.
The key parts of WiBACK are Spectrum Management and
Capacity Management, both located in its control layer. The
goal of Spectrum Management is to gain a global view on
the physical network topology that identifies which interface
(i.e. which (wireless) node) is physically able to communicate
with which other interfaces of different devices. That is, it
identifies which interfaces are of the same technology, can be
tuned on the same frequency and are in communication range
of each other. The algorithms of Spectrum Management are
explained in detail in [127]. Spectrum Management selects the
most optimal links out of the physically possible connections
and creates a logical topology by configuring the wireless
interfaces properly. Moreover, based on the selected MCS and
the used Media Access Control (MAC) protocols on each link
Spectrum Management calculates the available capacity on
each link.
The Spectrum Management module is complemented by
a Capacity Management module, which also operates in a
centralized fashion, and performs the task of path calculation
as well as resource, i.e. capacity, allocation. The required
information, such as the network topology or the capacity on
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When comparing the key functional building blocks as
presented in section V and the WiBACK architecture, it can
be seen that WiBACK already provides a very sophisticated
Link Characteristics block, which determines capacity, loss,
latency and jitter of each link. Moreover, proprietary but welldefined L and D interfaces make this information available to
the centralized Capacity Management and allows for decision
enforcement, respectively. However, even though WiBACK’s
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Capacity Management module, which implements the TE
functional building block, can access detailed link characteristics, it currently relies solely on the available capacity
to calculate paths in the network. With respect to Traffic
Requirement Identification, WiBACK relies on DSCP for the
Ti interface in order to identify the Class of Service (COS)
but does not implement the corresponding key building block.
VII. C OMPARISON AND GAP ANALYSIS
In this section we compare the gaps that the aforementioned
network architectures have with respect to convergence of
satellite and terrestrial networks. This includes a comparison of
the individual key features and unaddressed aspects, which are
required to integrate parallel terrestrial and satellite links and,
in particular, to deal with the high fixed latency on satellite
connections.
As can be seen from the architecture review in section VI,
which we summarize in Table II, elements of the key building
blocks to successfully integrate satellite and terrestrial networks (see section V) are part of many architectures. However,
not a single architecture sufficiently supports all identified
key functional building blocks. Moreover, even though many
aspects of the required key functional building blocks are
already available in different networks architectures, it is
undefined how the functions provided by different approaches
interact. For example, it is yet undefined how a RSVP and PCE
based IP approach could benefit from the link characteristics
awareness of DVB-S2 satellite modem in order to realize
packet delays QoS guarantees for LTE bearers. Due to missing
interfaces, the awareness of the high fixed latency on the
satellite link is not provided to the PCE by the DVB-S2 lower
layers.
IP-based MPLS, PCE and RSVP are typical mechanisms
used jointly in current operator networks to perform TE with
good results. The generic PCE architecture enables offloading
complex path calculation from network devices onto more
powerful centralized computational nodes. This eases the
exchange and optimization of the path calculation algorithms,
which can easily access the topology information required
from the TED. Hence, a proper algorithm taking the high
fixed latency of satellite links adequately into account can
be integrated without much effort. However, how to make
the required information available at the TED is not clear.
PCE can retrieve the topology itself from a routing protocol,
which might include information on the available capacity, if
provided by the routers, but usually neglects latency characteristics. Particularly given the more frequent changes in link
characteristics in satellite networks, a tighter integration with
the lower network layers is needed in any case to react faster
to changes or failures.
The general LTE architecture is able to provision QoS and
even provide guaranteed services by establishing bearers in the
network that have certain QoS levels associated with it. While
in the RAN segment the LTE radio enforces the guarantees
for each bearer by scheduling packets properly, the back-haul
segment relies upon IP and the underlying technology. That
is, either sufficient capacity is always available, or the used

network technology is able to prioritize packets properly, so
that the QoS guarantees can be maintained. However, as IP is
used, LTE shares the same drawbacks as IP-based approaches,
which we explained above. First and foremost, high fixed
latency links are not specifically taken into account and will
contradict the QoS guarantees. Consequently, LTE does not
provide any means to determine the link characteristics of the
links in the back-haul segment, since it highly relies on the
underlying IP routing. Hence, shifting delay tolerant traffic
to the satellite network, i.e. certain non-guaranteed bearers,
at the eNodeB, which is worthwhile to lower the load in
the terrestrial back-haul networks, cannot be realized properly
with the current LTE architecture.
Approaches based on DVB-S2/RCS2 solely focus on the
satellite link. Consequently, a path selection distributing traffic
to a parallel terrestrial connection is not considered and therefore not specified. Furthermore, awareness of the conditions
of the satellite link is available and taken into account for
packet prioritization or capacity request on the satellite link.
With respect to a converged satellite and terrestrial network
architecture supporting parallel links, those approaches can
be logically located in the lower layers. That is, a TE function requires the information of the satellite link status and
should also exploit the satellite’s inherent scheduling and
prioritization features. Unfortunately, there is no L interface
defined that allows for exploiting this information by the
higher layers. Such an interface is highly desirable so that
IP-based approaches, e.g. PCE, can incorporate more accurate
information in its decisions.
Emerging approaches to provide QoS by utilizing SDN
concepts have the advantage of a centralized architecture
and a controller that provides a global view on the network. Similarly to the PCE approach, this eases offloading
of computational intensive path calculation algorithms. The
key functional building blocks can be implemented as part
of an SDN controller or as an network application. The
implementation of the results of these algorithms in the
network is also straightforward due to the design of the SDN
architecture. Moreover, traffic identification might also benefit
from the centralized SDN architecture, since computationally
intensive classification algorithms can likewise be offloaded,
if required. However, SDN does not perform any kind of
Link Characteristics Identification function, even though the
most-common SDN implementation OpenFlow can provide
statistics on e.g. dropped packets or sent bytes, the latency
and other link characteristics which are not being determined.
In general it can be said, the SDN eases the control of IP
packet flows in a network but SDN application that addresses
the aforementioned drawbacks of IP-based approaches are still
to be developed.
In contrast, the centralized WiBACK architecture focuses
on accurately determining the capacity and other link characteristics by evaluating physical and link layer parameters,
such as the MCS, and by passive monitoring. Furthermore,
WiBACK establishes MPLS-based pipes in the network to
block resources along a path. Similar to the LTE bearers, QoS
parameters are associated with each pipe. In order to calculate
the paths of the pipes WiBACK currently only considers the
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Table II
OVERVIEW OF NETWORK ARCHITECTURES WITH RESPECT TO CONVERGED SATELLITE / TERRESTRIAL NETWORKS
Component
QoS-OSPF [74]
with RSVP [57]

Relevant key features
•
•
•
•
•

Unaddressed aspects

Calculation of shortest-path with sufficient bandwidth.
Resources (capacity) blocking along a calculated path.
Link up/down detection
Applications can signal required capacity.
Admission control.

•
•

•

MPLS
LSP
[85], [86] with
RSVP-TE [87]

•
•
•
•
•

Enhanced scalability due to operation on traffic aggregates.
Traffic can be prioritized.
Resources (capacity) blocking along a calculated path.
Applications can signal required capacity.
Admission control.

•
•

•

Just the link status (up/down) is detected but not more
qualified ink characteristics, such as latency or jitter.
The main focus is to provide QoS guarantees by managing
the available capacity. High fixed latencies on links negatively impacting the QoS are not considered.
Application cannot signal other QoS requirements than
capacity.
Just the link status (up/down) is detected but not more
qualified ink characteristics, such as latency or jitter.
The main focus is to provide QoS guarantees by managing
the available capacity. High fixed latencies on links negatively impacting the QoS are not considered.
Application cannot signal other QoS requirements than
capacity.

PCE [89]

ECMP
approaches
[97]–[100]
LTE [101]

•

Offloading of path calculations to allows for more complex
algorithms.

•

A standardized way to gain link information required for
the path calculations is missing.

•

Distributing traffic (packets or flows) onto multiple links.

•

Distribution is not done based on QoS requirements.

•
•

Transmission of traffic with QoS guarantees.
Traffic identification mechanisms, i.e.TDF.

•

Relies on IP-routing for path selection in the back-haul
segment. Hence, LTE shares missing points with IPapproaches.
Congestion detection and other link estimation techniques
are only defined for the RAN part. In the back-haul network
LTE assumes a sufficiently provisioned network [107].

•

DVB-S2
[113]

[18],
•
•

Transportation of IP traffic via satellite connections.
Can provide detailed link status information on the satellite
link.

•

DVB-S2/RCS2 approaches assume all traffic being exchanged over the satellite link. Consequently, there is no
path selection performed and the terrestrial link is not
considered for traffic routing [113].

•

SDN provides a flexible architecture, which eases the implementation of the functional building blocks.

•

On the southbound interface only very limited monitoring
capabilities are available, e.g., OpenFlow provides counters
for dropped packets or amount of received bytes.
Many required functionalities need to be implemented as
SDN applications and are not yet available.

SDN [117]

•

WiBACK [126]
•

•

The Spectrum Management of WiBACK monitors lower
layer link characteristics, so that ACM implications can be
considered.
Block resources (capacity) along a calculated path.

available capacity on each link. Fortunately, WiBACK already
determines the latency for each link, so that only the pipe
calculation algorithm needs to be further enhanced to cope
with the high fixed latency satellite links. With respect to
the traffic QoS requirement identification, WiBACK does not
provide the means to identify them but rather requires properly
set DSCP header fields to map traffic onto the correct pipes
based on the traffic’s COS.
To conclude, existing architectures need to be enhanced
or a novel architecture needs to be defined that supports
converged satellite and terrestrial networks with parallel links.
First and foremost, adaptations are needed that address the
issues evolving from the high fixed latencies on satellite
links. Such architectures are required to bring together the

•

WiBACK calculates traffic paths only based on the available capacity. Other parameters are currently not considered [126].

needed information to distribute traffic onto both networks,
based on the QoS demands and networks capabilities. While
IP-based approaches require modifications or enhancements
in many protocols, e.g. as RSVP, routing protocols, PCE,
exploiting and enhancing SDN concepts seem more promising
and a cleaner approach to realize this due to their increased
flexibility. This is also acknowledged by [125]. In particular,
the WiBACK approach is an appealing option, since on the
one hand, it adopts the SDN concepts, and on the other hand,
it has a close interaction with the lower, technology-specific
layers. We see this as a necessity in order to cope with the
higher dynamics in satellite networks.
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VIII. K EY P ERFORMANCE I NDICATORS TO EVALUATE
CONVERGED SATELLITE AND TERRESTRIAL NETWORKS

Having identified the key building blocks to instantiate
converged satellite and terrestrial networks and matched those
against current state-of-the-art network architectures, we now
elaborate on the KPIs to compare and evaluate potential
solutions. Meaningful and objective KPIs, which on the one
hand are easily measurable, and on the other hand allow for
assessing the performance of a specific approach, are essential to compare different approaches or to evaluate potential
improvements. However, given the different key functional
building blocks, which need to interact with each other, a wide
variety of KPIs become important. Fig. VIII illustrates the different dimensions of KPIs relevant for converged satellite and
terrestrial scenarios with parallel links including references to
existing work that are discussed in the following paragraphs.
High user satisfaction is one of the most meaningful metrics,
which is usually referred to as QoE perceived by the user. A
common metric for QoE is the Mean Opinion Score (MOS),
which describes the QoE on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1
referrers to the lowest quality and 5 to the highest [130].
Unfortunately the MOS is difficult to determine since subjective tests with test users and extensive test setups are
required in order to gain reproducible and reliable values
[131]. Determining the QoE by objective tests is highly
difficult and application dependent. For example, in order to
asses the video quality objectively, many specific metrics exist,
starting from traditional SNR through to more sophisticated
hybrids evaluating the video stream on various, application
specific layers [132], [133]. However, these metrics are not
applicable to determine the QoE of other applications, e.g.
cloud applications.
Another major difficulty is that the QoE is influenced
by several factors including but not limited to the type of
device the user is using, the user profile, context, and also
QoS parameters, such as throughput, latency, jitter or packet
loss [134], [135]. The latter are mainly depending on the
underlying network architecture and therefore are from a
network perspective the ones with the highest impact factor
on the QoE. However, the mapping between QoS and QoE
is still an ongoing research topic [136]–[139]. In fact, [140]
has shown that latency and jitter do not negatively impact the
user’s ability to assimilate the information yet it significantly
impacts the QoE and, thus, it is essential to provide QoS at
an appropriate level to achieve a high QoE [141].
Moreover, the different key functional buildings blocks also
have dedicated KPIs depending on their individual task. For
example, the quality of an algorithm identifying the traffic
requirements can be evaluated based on its correctness and
accuracy [142]. Similarly important is the accuracy when it
comes to the identification of the link characteristics [143],
[144]. In contrast, performance and scalability, e.g. execution
time and space complexities, are highly relevant for the
path selection process [145]. Furthermore, link utilization, reordering of packets or redistribution of flows display additional
KPIs in multipath environments [97].
However, even though the individual performances of the

different key functional building blocks alone clearly impact
the overall system performance, it is insufficient to solely
focus on the associated KPIs, since those do not consider
the interaction between the key functional building blocks.
For example, even if all key functional building blocks are
operating ideally, the overall system performance might be
negatively affected if timings between the different functions
are not aligned, i.e. if the Path Selection Function is not aware
of link characteristics or traffic requirements when it needs to
make it decision, it cannot select a path optimally.
Given all that, focusing on the QoS parameter as KPIs to
evaluate the overall system seems a promising option. These
include throughput experienced by the user, the latency in
terms of RTT or one-way latency, the packet delay variance
(jitter) as well as the reliability in terms of packet- or Biterror-rate [146]. Those KPIs can be either determined on a
macro-level, considering the overall network, or on a microlevel, measuring individual flows. These different scopes are
often referred to as system level performance or resource level
performance, respectively [49]. For example, the throughput is
either determined on a macro-level, considering the overall
network, or on a micro-level, measuring individual flows.
Both, system-level and resource-level, are equally important
to determine the overall performance of a system.
To conclude, the goal of an evaluation process is the
assessment of the quality of an overall architecture including
the performance of its key functional building blocks and
the overall system behavior. Given that the main goal of
integrating satellite and terrestrial networks is to provide a joint
network, which is able to cope with the bandwidth demands
of future networks while ideally achieve the same QoE as
in high-bandwidth terrestrial connections, QoE is a promising
KPI candidate. Unfortunately it is difficult to measure, which
makes it essential to use other KPIs. However, neither single
QoS KPIs, such as throughput or latency, nor the independent
evaluation of the algorithms forming the key building blocks
is sufficient. Moreover, different trade-offs might have to
be made during the instantiation of a real system. Hence,
multiple KPIs needs to be considered, weighted and evaluated
in different situations to holistically determine the performance
a potential solution.
IX. F UTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
After analyzing the current state of the art with respect to
convergence of satellite and terrestrial networks, we identified
several open research questions, which should be further
discussed to foster the successful integration of satellite and
terrestrial networks, as we envisioned in section II.
It should be noted that we focus on the open issues affecting
the instantiation of converged satellite and terrestrial network
scenarios. Future research directions concerning the individual
key building blocks have already been discussed in other
publications, such as [54], [142], [147], and are therefore not
repeated here.
Moreover, we distinguish between architectural and evaluation issues. While the former raises open questions with
respect to the specification of the architecture, the latter deals
with future research aspects regarding evaluation.
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Fig. 12. Dimensions of KPIs

A. Architectural
•

•

How much dynamism is required?
A relatively simple instantiation of converged satellite and
terrestrial networks with parallel connections might rely
on the IP DSCP field and a path selection algorithm,
which routes background traffic and other classes without
strict latency demands via the satellite and network control and real-time traffic terrestrially. Such a highly static
approach does not introduce much computational overhead, assuming the IP DSCP field is properly set by the
application or can be easily determined by other means.
Furthermore, the requirements on the Link Characteristics
Identification as well as TE and Execution function are
also limited. The complexity increases once the path
selection decides dynamically based on the current load
of the different links, which classes are routed via the
satellite or via the terrestrial links. For instance, if the
utilization of terrestrial links is low, more traffic (classes)
might be forwarded terrestrially. However, this dynamism
comes with the cost of increased complexity. Hence, what
level of dynamism is beneficial for the overall system
performance needs to be investigated. This includes identifying the most relevant parameters for the path selection.
What level of accuracy and which parameters are required
to be determined by the Link Capability Identification?
A minimalist approach might solely differentiate between
satellite links and terrestrial ones without further characterizing them, while more complex techniques might
determine more parameters of the link, such as available
capacity or jitter. Moreover, estimation methods operating
with lower layer information usually detect changes on a
link faster but are also more complex, since they require
knowledge about the underlying technology, whereas e.g.

•

transport layer based methods are technology agnostic
and detect changes by the reaction of the transport layer
protocol. Hence, one needs to evaluate in which situations
the QoE significantly increases if more informed or faster
decisions can be made, so that the additional complexity
has a real benefit.
How many details with respect to traffic requirements
identification are useful?
A relatively simplistic approach might classify traffic
into two categories, namely non-interactive traffic that
can tolerate the high fixed latency of satellite traffic and
interactive traffic, which needs to be delivered as quickly
as possible. On the other hand, a more complex Traffic
Requirements Identification algorithm might be able to
determine more precisely the actual demands of a flow in
terms of necessary bandwidth, maximum loss, latency and
jitter. While the first approach also leads to a simplified
path selection algorithm, since there is only a single
parameter available based on which the path is being
selected, the latter allows for a more complex selection
process, including that the requirements of an application
change over time. Particularly in overload situations this
might allow for a more informed decision. Given that,
what should be identified is, which parameters bring a
clear benefit and which disproportionately increase the
overhead.

B. Evaluation
•

What is a representative baseline instantiation?
A major challenge is that to the best of the authors’
knowledge there are no deployments of converged satellite and terrestrial networks complementing each other
so that multiple paths between two nodes in the network exist, as we describe in section II. Thus, there
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•

is no implementation which can be used as a baseline,
against which developed approaches or improvements can
be compared to. Thus, any converged satellite/terrestrial
solution needs to be thoroughly compared with pure
terrestrial or pure satellite deployments. That is, if a
terrestrial network is assumed, what is the benefit that
an additional satellite network providing a parallel connection could bring? Unfortunately, this depends highly
on the concrete deployment scenario, e.g. in a rural region
with only low capacity links, the gain of additional high
capacity satellite links might be much higher compared
to that of well-connected urban areas, where optical fiber
are deployed at a large-scale. Similarly, the predominant
applications being used are also relevant to assess the
benefit. If the majority of traffic expects low response
times the additional satellite links will only bring limited
benefit to the overall network performance.
Hence, representative scenarios need to be defined to
compare the performance of an integrated satellite/terrestrial network with a typical terrestrial-only deployment.
This includes, among others, defining the number of
nodes in the network, typical capacities, amount of users
as well as used applications, so that representative use
cases are tested.
What are relevant KPIs?
As explained in section VIII, selecting meaningful and
easily measurable KPIs is not a trivial task, given that
a huge variety of different KPIs exist and the QoE is
difficult to measure. When novel network architectures or
technologies, such as LTE, LTE-A or Very-high-bit-rate
digital subscriber line (VDSL), have been introduced, often the throughput per user or the total system throughput
is used to quantify the improvements of the respective
architecture. As has already been mentioned multiple
times, due to the unique link characteristics of satellite
links, focusing only on the throughput will display a
biased view, since the high fixed latency of satellite
systems is ignored. However, even if throughput and
latency are both measured, the results need to carefully
be evaluated, since their relevance depends highly on the
traffic that is transported over the network. Thus, a set of
KPIs needs to be determined and, if necessary, properly
weighted in order to allow for comprehensive evaluation
results.
X. C ONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the current state of the art with respect
to satellite and terrestrial network convergence. In this work
we focus on scenarios in which emerging and more efficient
satellite networks are used jointly with terrestrial networks,
providing alternative parallel links and capacity virtually everywhere.
After defining concrete convergence scenarios and analyzing
the related work, we elaborate on the technical challenges of
satellite and terrestrial convergence. Since the characteristics
of satellite links are highly different, particularly in terms of
signal propagation time and therefore the link latency, several

technical challenges need to be solved so that satellite links
can successfully complement terrestrial connections. First and
foremost one must to ensure that only traffic is routed via
the satellite link, which can cope with its link characteristics.
Thus, we identified several key functional building blocks
required to instantiate an architecture for a successful convergence of satellite and terrestrial networks. The first block
is a Traffic Requirement Identification function responsible
for determining the QoS requirements of traffic. Second, a
Link Characteristics Identification function, which has the
task of providing information on the link capabilities, such
as available capacity, loss, jitter or latency is also needed.
Third, is a TE function, which maps the traffic requirements
against the link capabilities. The final block is an Execution
function that performs traffic shaping and prioritization. We
argue that these four blocks are crucial to realize a successful convergence. Hence, we analyzed current state-ofthe-art network architectures with respect to these building
blocks. Unfortunately, none of the considered architectures
implement all key functional building blocks sufficiently, so
that the convergence of satellite and terrestrial networks has
not happened and further work is required.
Furthermore, we elaborate on meaningful KPIs that can help
to evaluate different concrete approaches. We identified the
QoE as the most meaningful metric to asses the quality of an
overall system. However, since it requires significant effort to
measure the QoE, alternative KPIs need to be selected to allow
for a thorough evaluation. Here QoS related parameters, such
as latency, throughput, loss and jitter, seem most promising
for the given use cases.
Finally, we identified several concrete open research issues
that are required to be solved in order to realize converged
satellite and terrestrial networks with parallel connections.
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